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THE GREEN SHEET 

Full-Card Analysis and Selections 
John M. Gaver III 
www.johngaver.com 

 
 
Ellis Park: Summer Meet 2017 
Twenty-First Day: Saturday, August 12, 2017 
Post Time: 1:50 P.M. Eastern 
Ellis Park Meet Stats: 167-46-31-40—28%W, 70%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
 
RACE ONE 
GLISTENING STAR creeps down in class to a level at which she should be 
more competitive, and she was a respectable second in her last race on the 
main track in Henderson two starts back, where she stalked a quick pace, 
finished with interest, and was only beaten a length and change for all the 
money as the chalk. She’ll stretch out around two-turns for the first time, 
is bred top and bottom to handle the extra distance and will return to the 
main track off an uninspiring grass debut in her last race; turf-to-dirt angle 
playable. REWARD’S GIRL takes a three-pronged class drop in this spot for 
trainer Chris Hartman after disappointing as the favorite in her last start 
against maiden $16K types at “The Pea Patch” on July 16. Bay filly was 
competitive in the $10,000-$17,500 price range at Churchill this spring 
and early summer; contends on the drop. SAY WHEN CLUB has never been 
off the board on dirt, has some early foot on the main track, and gets in 
light with the five-pound apprentice Rogelio Miranda named to ride. 
Sophomore filly demonstrated mild improvement with blinkers in her last 
start; threat. SPOOFY DOO is another entrant that has never been worse 
that third on the main track, and I’m drawing a line through her last race 
in the mud at Belterra Park, as she doesn’t care for the “off” going. Gray 
filly has some early speed, and the rail is the place to be in this one-mile 
test that starts on the clubhouse turn; hangs around for a minor award 
with a top effort. 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-3-6-1 
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RACE TWO 
NATCHEZ PASS loves to finish second, having done so in six of 16 lifetime 
starts, but the bay daughter of Albertus Maximus is a better horse on dirt 
and will return to the main track for the first time in four starts this 
afternoon. She was beaten a dirty nose against open $16K claiming foes at 
Tampa the last time she was seen on dirt, and she has enough natural 
speed to be in touch with the early pace in a field devoid of front-runners; 
gets the nod. BUDGET CUT is another entrant on the drop and changing 
surfaces from turf-to-dirt, and Benjie Larue’s outfit sent out Stella Nova 
($3.80) to win yesterday’s fourth race in Henderson. Super Saver filly has 
never been in this cheap, has finished second in three-of-four lifetime 
starts at this eight-furlong trip on dirt, and gets the services of Jon Court, 
who booted home a pair of winners on Friday, including one for this barn; 
contender. THREE NATTY PATTY is yet another entrant that fits the class 
drop, turf-to-dirt angles, and this chestnut filly has a license to improve 
making her third start off a layoff for trainer Jinks Fires. Her recent form 
is atrocious, but she gets an advantageous inside post draw and has never 
been in for a nickel; minor award candidate. I GOT IT’s best past form has 
been on a “fast” main track, and this More Than Ready filly will return to 
the dirt in this heat for trainer Ricky Short. She demonstrated mild 
improvement in her last start at Indiana Grand when the blinkers came 
off, and she gets wheeled back off 17 days rest; on the fringes. 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-2-1-5 
 
 
RACE THREE 
APPEALING WAY has improved in each start since returning to the races 
off a near two-month layoff, and this dark bay or brown daughter of Tizway 
impressed in her second turf start at Indiana Grand 18 days ago, where 
she demonstrated a nice late turn of foot despite having to check at the 
eighth-pole to be second, beaten a nostril on the line in her first start for a 
tag. She’s eligible to move forward in the third start of her current form 
cycle; choice. LEAVE IT TO MARIE finished a length behind to top choice in 
her last start, but this Great Notion filly’s form improved by leaps and 
bounds in her first start on grass. She’ll be tighter this time around making 
her second start off a brief freshening for trainer Paul McGee, who seems 
to have found the class level at which this filly can be competitive; 
contender. RED PANTHER broke from the 11-hole and endured a wide trip 
throughout the race in her last start on July 1, but she ran a big to be third, 
beaten two lengths and change by next-out winner Divining Change  while 
facing slightly lesser stock. Cape Blanco (Ire) filly has never been off the 
board over the local course, doesn’t have to come from out of the clouds to 
be a factor, and still has room in the tank to take a step forward in her 
third start off the sidelines; threat. SHY made a nice middle move on the 
drop in her first start for trainer Darrin Miller facing $16K maiden 
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claiming types in Indiana, but she flattened out in the stretch to finish fifth 
of 12, beaten two lengths and change for all the money behind a pair of 
entrants—APPEALING WAY and LEAVE IT TO MARIE—that she meets 
again in this spot. Kitten’s Joy filly may have gained some confidence in 
her last start, but her form has been dicey since last fall; more interested 
as the price increases. 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-3-2-6 
 
 
RACE FOUR 
I’ll take a shot with MISS YOU JO, a first-time starter by Songandaprayer, 
that seems well meant making his debut for a $16,000 tag. Louisiana-bred 
sports an extensive, gap-free public work tab since mid-May for trainer 
Merrill Scherer, whose barn wins at a high percentage with its debut 
runners and at solid rate with its juvenile stock. I’m a little worried about 
the wide post draw, especially with no horse breaking to his outside, but 
there are no world-beaters in this group; can pop at first-asking. RED 
ALERT takes a significant class drop for trainer Steve Asmussen and 
returns to the races off a near two-month layoff as a gelding. Son of Justin 
Phillip is sitting on a sharp :47 1/5 “bullet” move from the gate locally nine 
days ago, and he broke from the eight-hole in his last start at Churchill and 
gets the rail this afternoon; contender. STONEWALL BOY is a first-time 
starter by Cowboy Cal that hails from the Brad Cox barn, an outfit that is 
hitting at a 48 percent clip at the tilt. Negatives include his route-oriented 
pedigree, he fetched $4,000 as a yearling, and this barn wins at a high-rate 
in most categories, except with its debut maiden claiming runners; demand 
a fair price. DR SPAULDING is the most experienced entrant in the field 
with four prior starts to his credit, and he takes a significant class drop 
and will wear blinkers for the first time in this spot. I’m drawing a line 
through his last outing on turf, as he didn’t seem to take to the going. 
Jockey Brian Hernandez, Jr. picks up the mount; experience edge makes 
him a factor. 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-1-4-6 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
The three-year-old GRAY RANSOM will make his first start off the claim 
for the white-hot Jack Van Berg barn, an outfit that not only wins at a high 
percentage in this type of situation, but also has a win on today’s card with 
Indy’s Finesse ($18.60) in the day’s opener. I like how the gray returns on 
a comparable class level as his last race, where he was second for a $8K 
tag behind next-out winner Speightful Song. He’s bred top and bottom to 
handle the surface change to turf; major player. KISS MY NOTE’s form has 
taken a 180-degree turn for the better since he dropped down to the 
$7,500 class level, and he won his last turf start by open lengths over the 
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local course. Gelded son of Maclean’s Music gave s good account of himself 
in his first start against winners in an off-the-turf affair contested over a 
“good” track back on July 28; dirt-to-turf angle is appealing. THAMAAN 
woke up when taking a marked class drop in his last race and turning back 
in distance to this five and a half-furlong trip, and he’ll make his first start 
off the claim for the Gary House barn, an outfit that loves to win at “The 
Pea Patch” and has seen five of its eight prior starters at the meet finish 
third. Bay son of Blame was two lengths to the good of fellow entrant HALO 
NOT INCLUDED in his last start and was seven-wide at the quarter-pole in 
that heat. This fellow has never run a poor race around one-turn; threat. 
HALO NOT INCLUDED is a better horse on the grass and will return to the 
weeds this afternoon while competing over a course he likes. He hasn’t had 
his picture taken in a while but will provide value on the tote board; 
capable of bolstering exotic payoffs. 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-2-5-4 
 
 
RACE SIX 
DOWNWIND is a well-bred Curlin filly that fetched $270,000 as a yearling 
last September at Keeneland, and she was well-backed on debut at 
Churchill Downs for trainer Brendan Walsh back in late June, where she 
hooked the promising young filly Snowfire. Dark bay or brown miss has 
plenty of upside making just her second career start and will certainly be 
tighter this time around for a high-percentage barn; rates top billing. JINX 
JOHNSON is a daughter of Morning Line that will make her first start for 
the Brad Cox barn, who sent out the first-time starter Stonewall Boy 
($4.60) to win the fourth race on today’s program for fun. Bay miss has a 
consistent, gap-free public work tab since late May, and it’s difficult to 
ignore anything this outfit currently leads over at the tilt; contender. 
HARBOR LIGHTS is a chestnut daughter of Shackleford out of a Petionville 
mare that will make her first start for Hall of Famer Steve Asmussen, 
whose barn excels with its debut runners and juvenile stock. She’s sitting 
on a “bullet” half-mile local move in :47 1/5 from the gate on August 3; 
threat right out of the box. SYRAH is another filly that sports a solid public 
work tab, and trainer Kellyn Gorder’s only other starter at the meet won. 
This barn is capable with first-time starters and two-year-olds; demands 
your attention in the paddock and post parade—keep an eye on the tote 
board. 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-6-5-8 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
POCKET OF ACES hasn’t been seen at the races since last September, but 
trainer Rusty Arnold has made the most out of limited opportunities this 
summer in Henderson, and this well-bred daughter of Harlan’s Holiday 
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faced a nice filly in Stonetacular in her last start at Churchill Downs over a 
“muddy” strip, where she ended up fourth of 12 after launching a wide, 
mild bid from off the pace. Sophomore miss will return to the turf in this 
spot, however, and she seems to be a better horse on the turf, as she did all 
the heavy-lifting on the front-end in her career debut in a turf sprint at 
Ellis Park last summer and stayed on well to be third, beaten a scant three-
parts of a length for second by a next-out winner. She has been training 
forwardly and is 8-1 on the morning line; fires fresh at a square price. 
DISTORTRESS is a well-bred daughter of Distorted Humor that has 
improved in each start for trainer Troy Wismer and seems to be sitting on 
a winning effort in her third turf start. Bay miss is a free wheeling type 
that will have to deal with fellow front-runner MISSSEVENTHIRTEEN from 
the opening bell, but she has set a pressured pace in her past two starts 
and stayed on well in the stretch drive. She gets a change of rider this 
afternoon to Brian Hernandez, Jr. and seems to be a bit better on grass 
despite her dirt-oriented pedigree; contender. MISSSEVENTHIRTEEN’s 
form improved when she tried the grass for the first time in her last race, 
where she finished a solid third of nine, beaten less than two lengths for all 
the money at nearly 14-1. Trainer Greg Foley’s barn has enjoyed a good 
meet this summer at “The Pea Patch”, and this bay daughter of Flatter has 
room for improvement making her third start off a layoff; threat. SPICE 
DROP is a well-bred daughter of Candy Ride (Arg) out of an A.P. Indy mare 
that sold for $240,000 as a yearling back in 2015, and trainer Dane 
Kobiskie arguably does his best work with turf sprinters. She’ll likely be in 
the mix from the outset; capable right out the box—don’t overlook. 
 
SELECTIONS: 10-9-6-8 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
SULTRY is a well-bred Malibu Moon filly out of a Giant’ Causeway mare 
that cost $400,000 as a yearling and ran like she needed her first start at 
Churchill Downs back in late June. I like that Eddie Kenneally took his 
time getting her back to the races, and she will likely improve in her 
second career start. She gained valuable fitness and seasoning in the debut 
run in a race where the primary contenders are first-time starters; gets 
the nod. TIZ THE TIDE is a first-time starter by Trappe Shot out of a 
Tiznow mare that has been firing off “bullet” works at will in the A.M. for 
trainer Ingrid Mason, whose outfit wins at a high percentage with its debut 
runners. $38K two-year-old in training purchase gets a wide post draw, 
but jockey Jack Gilligan is adept getting one out of the gate and into the 
race; capable right out of the box. The homebred ENRAGE has a few gaps in 
her public work tab but has been training forwardly of late for trainer Ben 
Colebrook, whose barn has won with a first-time starter at the meet. 
Daughter of Algorithms out of a Political Force mare has a two-turn 
oriented pedigree, but she demands you attention in the paddock and post 
parade—watch the tote. The gray FLATOUT HAPPY is a two-year-old first-
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time starter trained by Steve Asmussen, whose outfit sent out the juvenile 
Harbor Lights ($11.20) to win today’s sixth race, also with jockey Gabe 
Saez in the boot. Daughter of Flat Out has a “bullet” work from the gate 
over the local strip for an outfit that has precocious stock; foolish to slight 
her chances. 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-9-6-8 
 
 
RACE NINE 
I’m drawing a line through OH DEAR LORD’s last start at Ellis back on July 
15, where she was in over her head class-wise and had a rough trip in the 
stretch drive. Trainer Michelle Lovell’s outfit hits at a solid win clip in 
claiming races, and this daughter of Corinthian was only three-parts of a 
length off the win two starts back for a $40K tag at Churchill, where she 
finished a neck to the good of next-out winner Sully’s Dream; formidable on 
the drop. REMEMBER THE ALIMO was fourth in the key prep for this race 
for trainer Brad Cox, whose outfit seemingly cannot be stopped—only 
contained—this summer in Henderson. She’s another entrant that had an 
eventful stretch run in her last start, and her past turf form is respectable; 
contender. JEMROSE woke up when returning to claiming company in her 
last start—her second off the claim for trainer Jeff Barkley—where the 
daughter of Harlan’s Holiday finished two lengths in front of REMEMBER 
THE ALIMO. Three-year-old has won two of her past three starts when 
offered up for a tag; threat. MERRY MEMORIES has improved since 
moving into trainer Buff Bradley’s barn and in each start since returning 
to the races off an extended layoff back in late May. She was only a half-
length off JEMROSE in her last race and should get a great trip stalking the 
pace under jockey Calvin Borel; can factor in a competitive heat. 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-1-5-4 
 
 
 


